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IHK Comet went through associational bankruptcy in 2010. A large number of members left 
the association during that period, but numbers have continued to decline up till now. The 
recruitment program has had inconsistent attention, even though the national federation pro-
vides the format. The format originates from Stavanger Hockey association, who boasts great 
success in recruitment. 
 
The first purpose of this document will be to serve to analyse the efficiency of the Get Skoyte 
og Hockeyskole (GSH) format, when being implemented in IHK Comet’s hockeyschool, and 
therefore produce possibilities to develop the format provided by the national association. 
The associational and environmental differences between Stavanger Hockey and IHK Comet 
bredde are vast. The second purpose is to analyse the efficiency of IHK Comet hock-
eyschool. 
 
Entry-level recruitment programs fall into the context of youth development and marketing. 
How the customer is attracted, how the customer is retained, and how the child is prepared 
for stepping into the actual sport need to be catered for. 
 
To analyse the effectiveness of the Get Skoyte og Hockeyskole (GSH) format, which is im-
plemented at IHK Comet’s hockeyschool, all customers from the last four seasons were re-
quested to complete a survey. The questions gave insight into the customer’s perceived sat-
isfaction, channels of marketing, retention of customers, and transition into the association. 
An interview with the individual responsible for creating the format was also conducted. 
 
For some time now, Norwegian Ice Hockey Federation (NIHF) has been encouraging their 
member associations to implement the GSH format. The interest towards this was incon-
sistent, as well as the information made available seems lacking. Ice hockey is also a very 
expensive sport to provide, as well as participate in, yet the effort in many countries to recruit 
is substandard when comparing to other major sports. 
 
The results from the interview and survey show that certain key factors, while mentioned in 
the literature provided form the national association, are not given the notable importance 
they should have. The channels of marketing used were mostly ineffective, yet transitioning 
into the association was satisfactory. The area of coaching was unsatisfactory, yet the atti-
tude towards the children was seen as positive. 
 
There are multiple things should be added to the format, but the concept is the product of a 
passionate heart, with hockey experience and marketing education. IHK Comet will use the 
results from this to manipulate their recruitment program for a smaller city population, target a 
larger age bracket (to spread recruitment, and target athlete dropout/burnout in the other 
sports within the city), adjust on-ice structure for a faster transition into teams, renovate 
equipment made available to children, and reduce requirements in terms of personnel.  
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1 Introduction 

For a sport to grow, the youth must be given the chance to try it. Without a good image, 

parents will not bring their children to play the sport. In years past, ice hockey has had an 

image of brutality. As of late, countries such as Canada, Finland, USA, and Sweden have 

done much work to change this. In some areas in Norway, the hockey culture is taking 

time to follow. Much work is needed to change the imagery the customer sees this sport to 

be. 

 

Stavanger Hockey in Norway boasts over 400 four to eight years old children signing up to 

play ice hockey in their recruitment program. When considering that Norway only have 

6629 registered players (IIHF. 2016), this is a large number. As Appendix 4 shows, only 

four associations in Norway recorded over 200 sign ups. IHK Comet only recorded 76 in 

the 2015/2016 season. In previous years, Comet averaged approximately 100 signups, 

but the association struggles to maintain the same personnel for multiple years, and there-

fore reduces the likelihood of developing the service provided. 

 

The purpose of this study two fold. The first purpose of this document will be to serve to 

analyse the efficiency of the Get Skoyte og Hockeyskole (GSH) format, when being im-

plemented in IHK Comet’s hockeyschool, and therefore produce possibilities to develop 

the format provided by the national association. The format provided from the national 

association is a great start, yet potential changes to how appropriate it is for associations 

in different circumstances are available. Expansion on topics such as personnel should be 

included, so as to highlight the importance of locating specific personalities to certain posi-

tions. The level of importance should be listed for each position to accommodate limited 

volunteers. Some different on ice structures may also be provided to accommodate limited 

coaches. Tools to analyse the effectiveness of each marketing channel advised, so as to 

understand what works in the environment surrounding the association implementing the 

format. Currently, the format gives one way of operating a recruitment program, with no 

variation to adapt. This should be changed. Some aspects that came up in the interview 

with Ernst Falch were very clear from him of their importance, yet not as much in the liter-

ature provided. 

 

Secondly, to give an insight into what has been done well inside IHK Comet hockeyschool 

this season, and what should be changed/worked on to be better next season. The asso-

ciation is targeting developing their recruitment program for the next few years, and this is 

the starting point. Analysis comes before planning, and then execution. Repeat. To build 

from the bottom takes time, but if stuck to, can develop great results in the future. 
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2 Youth Development in Sports Literature 

Current literature on youth development is extensive, yet with many unanswered ques-

tions, conflicting opinions, and short-term research. For a more universally supported 

structure to come to light, more longitudinal research is required (Bailey, Colins, Ford 

2010). Yet is should be noted that Excellence in sports, activity for life, and Physical litera-

cy should be the main outcomes for youth in sports (Balyi, Higgs & Way 2013.) 

 

2.1 How individuals mature 

The process from prenatal to postnatal maturity occurs over approximately the first 20 

years of an individual’s life. The individual in sports develops holistically where 3 major 

areas are biological, social, and psychological (Bouchard, Malina & Bar-Or 2004.) 

The biological area represents changes in body shape and structure caused by the inte-

grated development or use of genes, hormones, nutrition, and environmental factors. 

These cause anatomical, neurological, muscular, and metabolic/hormonal changes (Bai-

ley, et al 2010.) 

 

The social area represents the social and environmental factors such as family, socioeco-

nomic status, educational background, geographical location, gender, ethnicity, peers, 

and identity (Bailey, et al 2010.) 

 

The psychological area represents the mental skills, attitudes, emotions, and desires of 

the individual. The individual must employ these when facing situations such as develop-

mental opportunities, adaption to setbacks, and negotiation of key transitions encountered 

through their path to adult sports (Bailey, et al 2010.) 

 

2.2 Problems with current frameworks 

Due to inappropriate guidance and developmental activities, the complexity of developing 

athletic competency is industrialised, and consideration towards promoting life-long partic-

ipation quickly falls away for performance-based training. This mind-set contributes to a 

low rate of youth sport to elite sport success, and to dropout rates. The variable develop-

mental pathways on biological, psychological and social areas are not individualised, yet 

these pathways are non-linear (Bailey et al. 2010). A framework that does not individual-

ise to each athlete is stuck in the Stone Age, where the conceptual view for reproducing 
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the same process, expecting a consistent outcome is considered correct. Human beings 

develop differently, and different speeds, towards different potentials.  

 

An example of not individualising is how the Long-term Athlete Development model (Staf-

ford 2005) incorporated “optimal windows of trainability”. Stafford explains that these win-

dows of sensitive and critical periods in maturation increased efficiency of development on 

specific physical and movement skills pertaining to each window.  Current discussion re-

garding this is that there is insufficient Longitudinal, well-controlled empirical research on 

effectiveness of said windows (Lloyd et al, 2016.) 

 

2.3 Coaching capability 

Though supporting groups surrounding the athlete are all important, coaches play a pivot-

al role in providing guidance towards reaching potential (both sport-specific, and person-

al), and providing the environment that promotes life-long participation.  

 

Coaches’ effectiveness should be based on the understanding that: coaching knowledge 

is multidimensional; key athlete assets exist to develop multiple athlete outcomes; and 

effective coaching is contextual. It is widely understood that a required component of 

coaches is sport-specific instruction, yet equally important qualities are relationship 

maintenance, and self-evaluation. Therefore, professional knowledge (sport-specific skills, 

physical training, injury prevention, and pedagogical techniques), interpersonal knowledge 

(athlete-coach relationship, parent and community interaction), and intrapersonal 

knowledge (reflection and introspection) are qualities of effectiveness in coaching (Ber-

geron et al. 2015), and application of these qualities to develop competence, confidence, 

connection and character define effective coaching (Côté & Gilbert 2009.) 

 

Jean Côté’s Developmental Model on Sports Participation (Figure 1) highlights two sides 

of sports, recreational and competitive. This model describes two pathways athletes will 

go through dependant on their eventual outcome and desire from the sport. Through un-

derstanding of this model, the need for four contexts of coaches seems evident.  
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Figure 1. Jean Côté’s Developmental Model on Sports Participation including representa-

tion of participation and performance coaching allocation (Côté & Gilbert 2009) 

 

According to Côté & Gilbert (2009) a participation coach for children should focus on 5 

main tasks: 

− Adopt an inclusive focus as opposed to an exclusive selection policy based on per-
formance 

− Organise a mastery-oriented motivational climate 
− Set up safe opportunities for athletes to have fun and engage playfully in low-

organization games 
− Teach and assess the development of fundamental movements by focusing on the 

child first 
− Promote the social aspect of sports and sampling 

Similarly, a participation coach for adolescents and adults should: 

− Provide opportunities for athletes to interact socially 
− Afford opportunities for athletes to have fun and playfully compete 
− Promote the development of fitness and health-related physical activities 
− Teach and assess sport-specific skills in a safe environment for long-term sport in-

volvement 
− Teach personal and social assets through sport  

A performance coach for young adolescents should: 

− Organise the sport experience to promote a focus on one sport 
− Teach “rules of competition” 
− Offer opportunities for fun with increasingly greater demands for deliberate prac-

tice 
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− Present positive growth opportunities through sport (i.e., civil engagement, re-
sponsibility) 

A performance coach for older adolescents and adults should: 

− Set up training regime grounded in deliberate practice 
− Allow athletes appropriate mental and physical rest 
− Prepare athletes for consistent high-level competitive performance 
− Teach and assess physical, technical, perceptual, and mental skills in a safe envi-

ronment 
− Provided opportunities for athletes to prepare for “life after sport” 
−  

It should be noted that every relationship between athlete and coach constitutes a specific 

coaching context due to the multitude of dynamics that occur, yet these are presented as 

four generic settings to guide policies and research (Côté & Gilbert 2009.) 
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3 Marketing Literature 

According to (Kotler 1996. 10), the offered definition of marketing: 
A social and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and 
want through creating and exchanging products and values with others. 
(Kotler 1996. 10) 
 

When considering entry-level recruitment of youth into ice hockey, there is a service the 

association wishes to sell, an intangible activity (Kotler 1996. 12). In other words, the par-

ticipation in a sport is not something that can be owned or taken home. 

Following on the marketing proposed by the GSH module, the defining and cross analys-

ing of the markets segmented and targeted, consumers and the four p’s. 

In a thesis written on developing a youth basketball association in Finland (Hirvonsalo 

2011), methods of marketing for recruitment were analysed (along with other aspects), 

and it should be noted that visits on the part of the association to schools merited minimal 

results, though the exact content of the visit was not covered. Other than an outside pro-

gram cooperating with them to promote sports, their main sources of recruitment were 

friends joining through word of mouth, and individuals locating them online.  

 

 

3.1 Segmenting Markets 

When considering the sport industry, 3 sectors of the sport industrial activities are defined 

by (Smith 2008. 15). The first is the public sector that encompasses the governing bodies 

within and surrounding the sporting industry. The second is the voluntary sector. The third 

is the professional sector that deals with the commercial side of sports, such as profes-

sional clubs, leagues, and major events. The first level recruitment is considered within 

the voluntary sector where local sport associations, social and leisure clubs, and service 

clubs reside (Smith 2008. 15-19.) 

 

When segmenting the market to target a specific age (as the GSH format describes), and 

there on niche marketing, the association attempts to identify a specific group they wish to 

target for their service (Kotler 1996. 380, 381). In this case, the target markets are 4-8 

years old children. Considering population size of Halden, and therefore annual fertility 

rate, this narrows the target market to approximately 1250 children. A study done between 

1997 to 2007, showed an increase from 16% to 39% for children aged 6-8 years old, who 

regularly (three to four times per week) participated in sports (K Green 2016. 74). That 

would mean that approximately 500 six to eight years old children participating in sports, 

in Halden. Difficulty in locating numbers on participants in each sport within the city of 
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Halden creates difficulty in narrowing the number further, yet it should be noted that sport 

Halden is known for their success are orienteering, bicycling, and swimming (Halden 

Kommune 2016.) 

 

3.2 Targeting Markets and Consumers 

Once a selection of markets is segmented, an analysis must take place to define the at-

tractiveness of each segment. An association with a large reputation can target a major 

market as they control the majority vote for their service. On the other hand, a minor as-

sociation competing against stronger associations within the same sport (or other sports) 

will struggle in the major market, and therefore should consider less targeted segments to 

acquire their customers (Kotler 1996. 412). As mentioned above, considering the average 

signups to Comet hockeyschool over the past 4 years (average of approximately 110), 

and the competition of 5 other sports over a market of approximately 500 four to eight 

year olds, the market being target could be seen as unattractive due to the competition. 

 

According to (Smith 2008. 34), sports consumers can be categorised into four major are-

as. The first is sporting goods consumers, who purchase physical products of the sporting 

nature (ie. Equipment, supplements, merchandise, etc.). The second is sport service con-

sumers. Sports-related services include education, gambling, specialised coaching, medi-

cal services, and recreational and health activities. The third is sport participants and vol-

unteers. These include those involved in school, recreational, and organised sport. Lastly, 

there are sport supporters, spectators, and fans (Smith 2008. 34.) 

 

First level recruitment can be categorised into the third area, the sport participants and 

volunteers. Mentioned in chapter 4.1, part of the GSH format, and first level recruitment is 

to also locate new volunteers to be utilised by the association. We attract these individuals 

by providing the sport to their children. There are, of course, other means to locate volun-

teers also. 

 

3.3 Four P’s 

When marketing to the consumer, it is logical to assume that the customer for the target 

market (four to eight years old) is the parent. A central question from marketers is: How do 

consumers respond to various marketing stimuli that the company might use (Kotler 1996. 

229)? Marketing stimuli consist of the four P’s: product, price, place, and promotion. How 
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the parent reacts to these stimuli will account for the choices made on whether their child 

will join the association, or prefer to join another. 

 

3.3.1 Product 

A product (physical object, service, person, place, organisation and idea) is defined as 

anything offered to a market for attention, acquisition, use or consumption that might satis-

fy a need or want. In Kotler’s illustration of the three levels of product (Figure 2), he 

demonstrates that at the core stands the function of the product (Kotler 1996. 561). It is 

vital to understand the core benefit the consumer acquires when purchasing your product. 

In the case of entering hockeyschool, that stated value for signing a child up to the GSH 

format follows the lines of physical, social, and psychological development, all the time 

focused on creating the feeling of success. 

 

Next is creating the actual product. This can include up to five components. These are 

quality level, features, styling, brand name, and packaging (Kotler 1996. 561). In the case 

of the GSH format, from the moment they step in the door, they must feel welcome. Every 

bit of information required until they step out of the door at the end of the session must be 

readily available. It should be clear that the service is of high quality when the equipment 

is not 10 years old. The ice time is well organised and it is clear there is a plan. The 

coaches are well mannered and appropriate to working with youth. 

 

Lastly, an augmented product is created to surround the core (Kotler 1996. 561). This 

refers to additional benefits surrounding the product. For example, the support staff is in 

uniform, and in vision of the customer or at a consistent location if their assistance is 

needed. Some type of beverage and snack is available to the parents while they watch 

their child on the ice, as well as a representative nearby to answer any questions. It 

should be clear throughout the session what the hockeyschool’s brand is. Any additional 

features should be well informed as well. 
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Figure 2. Kotler’s Three levels of Product (Kotler 1996. 562) 
 

3.3.2 Place 

This section is to signify the decisions and actions taken by associations to bring the ser-

vice to the customer (Kotler 1996. 891). Marketing channels used by the GSH format 

show word of mouth, newspaper articles, cooperation with local institutes, and social me-

dia as the main forms of reaching the customer. As a voluntary youth sports club, finan-

cially backing up scaled marketing is borderline impossible. 

 

3.3.3 Price 

As a struggling non-profit association, I feel this is fairly simple. Comet hockeyschool 

charges very little to join. This is in turn due to the association wanting to attract as many 

as possible. The promotions involved will be covered shortly. 

 

3.3.4 Promotion 

Promotion mix is the specific mix of advertising, personal setting, sales promotion and 

public relations that a company uses to pursue its advertising and marketing objectives 

(Kotler 1996. 756). Promotions involved within the GSH format include the first 3 sessions 

are completely free. This is to allow for a taste, and promote initial attendance. Another 

promotion is the consideration for reduced charge for siblings. As Norway is an moderate-
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ly expensive country, even though salaries are above standard, families with multiple chil-

dren are given assistance as the association sees that we are acquiring more members 

which is beneficial considering our history, and current state. 
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4 Norwegian Hockey school format 

This style of hockey school is used through Norway to develop recruitment programs 

around the country. Associations such as Stavanger Oilers (where the format was devel-

oped) have had great success through this program. The guidelines developed by Ernst 

Falch (Head of the hockeyschool at Stavanger Oilers youth association) have been made 

available through the national association to assist the rest of the country.  

 

4.1 Background and Aim 

Nowegian hockeyschool format was called Den Norske Skøyte og Hockeyskolen (DNSH). 

At the beginning of this season (2016/2017), the name was changed to Get Skøyte og 

Hockeyskole (GSH), favouring the main ice hockey sponsor, Get (the leading broadband 

and service provider in Norway). GSH was developed by NIHF to increase focus on and 

improve recruitment, share experience, and to create better hockey players (NIHF 2009. 

Module 1.) 

  

GSH is based on known principles regarding introduction-training methods, extensive ex-

perience in the field of recruitment, and Norwegian culture. GSH is focused on all ages, 

with emphasis on the youngest (4-6 years old). Using NIHF’s understanding of the de-

mands of ice hockey, GSH lists physical, technical, tactical, psychological and social skills 

as demands of the sport. At the initial time of implementation (08/09), approx. 3000 sign-

ins were registered national wide. Not the entire country implemented GSH. Areas that did 

implement were Oslo, Østfold, Tonsberg, Stavanger, Nærbø, Bergen, and Trondheim 

(NIHF 2009. Module 1.) 

 

 

Children aged 4-5 years old are considered mature enough for starting ice hockey (by 

GSH), yet specify motivation and parent’s opinion as other factors bring children to GSH. 

There is focus on skating and puck control. Deliberate play and physical activity are also 

designated training methods, with the target being the joining of a team. GSH focuses on 

creating the feeling of success inside the child. Ice structure and content later in this doc-

ument. Pedagogical and methodological methods include play-oriented, coping support, 

high activity, custom challenges, Stair model (6 levels), progressive exercises, social in-

clusion of parents as potential managers, coaches, sponsors, volunteers (NIHF 2009. 

Module 1.) 
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4.2 Content and Organisation on the ice 

On-ice structure consists of 6 stations or levels. As GSH is a Stair Model, children pro-

gress from level 1 to 6. Level 1 to 3 are only skating levels. Children only require skates 

and a helmet. From level 4 to 6 are hockey levels, and children practice some more chal-

lenging skating techniques, as well as puck control. Consider appendix 1 for a breakdown 

of level content. Skill progression through the 6 levels appears logical. Equipment re-

quirements take into consideration to general expense of buying equipment for ice hock-

ey, which tends to turn many away from starting the sport. Levels 1-2 only require a hel-

met (can be a skateboarding/bicycle helmet) and waterproof gloves. Skates can be bor-

rowed from the association. This takes the cost of equipment out of trying ice hockey. This 

may still be a potential reason why children leave before starting in a team. Notice also 

the guidelines on trainers. No drastic requirements of experience or qualifications. After 

all, the material provided easily arms the trainer with the knowledge needed to run the 

station (NIHF 2009. Module 2.) 

 

4.3 Organisation off the ice  

While the on ice structure and content serves to grip the children into hockey, the off ice 

organisation serves a responsibility equal to that of on the ice. Off the ice, functionality of 

the supporting areas in an efficient manner presents a professional image of the associa-

tion, while failure to do this can negatively effect impressions on the program, reducing 

retention of participants (NIHF 2009. Module 3.) 

 

Registration of participants is important to keep track of all the participants and to transmit 

important information using a good filing system. The easiest method is to use a spread-

sheet and register participants and guardians with name, phone number, email address 

and other important information. However, there are currently systems or programs that 

have the membership as part of the total registration fee. If the club has this system, the 

member registration would take place here. The important thing is that registration takes 

place so that members can be sorted by age and this allows the establishment of mailing 

lists that can be used to distribute information. It is also important that the lists can be up-

dated continuously so that new members are included efficiently and receive important 

information. It can be difficult to get the part in information sessions during training, given 

that many of the guardians are spectating their kids on the ice. In this case, a lot of infor-

mation can be distributed on e-mail or via the club's website. Therefore, updated mailing 

lists are important to get the right information at the right time. This register will also relate 

to recording payments of training fee. This link is crucial to ensure that the revenues are in 
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accordance with the number of participants. It is possible that associations have arrange-

ments on their websites where individuals can register themselves. Each participant can 

enter their data themselves and sign up in advance and payment is made via internet 

banking (NIHF 2009. Module 3.) 

 

Tracksuits for participants are also an option mentioned by GSH. The described effect 

would be to give a feeling of identity, being part of a team. There is no specific design re-

quired, yet some form of representation of the association or GSH would suffice. This 

could be an important factor for some individuals, sparking interest to be part of a GSH 

program. The suit can also be used as a form of revenue for the association, with spon-

sors paying to be visible on the suit (NIHF 2009. Module 3.) 

 

Information material to be provided to participants and guardians should be available 

online. These would describe things such as information about the sport (for example, 

developmental attributes of starting ice hockey), including where to get equipment and 

specifications on sizing, cost, etc., background information on the association, the pro-

gram. These would also be posters/flyers to distribute to schools. Reference to the asso-

ciations website and contact information should also be on this material. Material should 

be available online (and printable), yet also available and/or distributed as registration and 

near guardians while they watch their child on the ice. This literature can also present a 

location for sponsors (NIHF 2009. Module 3.) 

 

Parent introduction meetings should be held regularly to inform new parents of the im-

portance of their role regarding their child and the association. This will also open the op-

portunity to ask and questions they have in their mind. For this to be a success, each as-

sociation should designate one person who is responsible for getting the parent meetings 

project flowing. It is advisable to have a meeting each semester (September-December; 

January-March) (NIHF 2009. Module 3.) 

 

To get as many into teams as possible, the transition from hockey school should be 

smooth and natural. Coaches from the youngest teams should visit the hockey school 

regularly to inspect players reaching the position of joining the coach’s team. This should 

motivate players who are ready and of the correct age. The person responsible for the 

hockey school along with the coach of the team the participant is moving into, so that the 

people with the deepest insight make decisions, should do this process (NIHF 2009. Mod-

ule 3.) 
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Lastly, to have material to be used in marketing, the program should designate someone 

who is there to film and take pictures. Make sure to get the correct permission from guard-

ians beforehand (NIHF 2009. Module 3.) 

 

4.4 Marketing and finance 

Due to the nature of youth sports, majority of the operation is maintained through volun-

teers, and funding is also very scarce. It is still important to invest some funding into mar-

keting, for if done effectively, can in turn positively effect revenue through the growth of 

members and sponsors. When marketing GSH, some important concepts to be concerned 

with will be covered here (NIHF 2009. Module 4.) 

 

The target group for a youth association’s marketing should bring in majority of the mem-

bers at the bottom. For GSH, that would be 4-8 years old children. Therefore, targeting 

this age group, kindergartens, SFO (before and after school care), and schools are the 

areas to approach the kids. Approach these establishments to distribute flyers to each 

child to be taken home with them. The mind-set of the global effort to get children more 

physically active should assist in reasoning with people who are not willing to assist. The 

flyer should contain a brief text with areas to find more information, and pictures focused 

on fun, lots of activity, and friendship. Distribution should be in a large area surrounding 

the ice rink. This is relatively inexpensive, as the average kindergarten has two classes 

with 20 in each class. That’s forty per kindergarten, and even small towns have multiple 

establishments. To acquire assistance from the municipality to distribute literature to kin-

dergartens, offering instructional lessons for the teachers is a viable means of incentive. 

This would also potentially produce the situation of kindergartens running their own skat-

ing classes during their hours, increasing the popularity of ice hockey (NIHF 2009. Module 

4.) 

 

The Internet is a valuable method of marketing and informing to use. In this day and age, 

many adults locate retrieve information online. All relevant information regarding hockey 

school should stand on the associations website. Information such as training times, pro-

gram costs, potential benefits for physical activity, developmental benefits of ice hockey, 

statistics on hockey school (if positive), personnel, and more. Running and managing a 

facebook page for the hockeyschool is also a positive way of informing current members, 

and requests to share promotional posts can spread the amount of people reached, as 

well as paid posts which target which ever specifications you select for a period of time. 

Email is the method of relaying information these days. This is also a means for informing 

current members of the hockeyschool regarding upcoming events, training chang-
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es/adjustments, and other news. Requesting them to forward emails to their peers and 

known interested parties can bring a few more children in, yet can vary in effectiveness.  

The traditional method of marketing through a newspaper is still effective dependent on 

national culture. Bare in mind, many newspapers have physical and online distribution 

methods, and gaining a business based on marketing as a sponsor would open up long-

term marketing and exposure for the hockey school and the association (NIHF 2009. 

Module 4.) 

 

A-frame A3 posters stands, A3/A4/A5 posters, placed near schools, centrums, inside win-

dows of local shops and sponsors all accumulate exposure, leading to growing interest. 

Creation of a Hockey Calendar is also a means of promoting hockey school, and can be 

sold, or given away as a prize. It is important to assign a person responsible for consist-

ently collecting material to use on creating posters/flyers/etc (NIHF 2009. Module 4.) 

 

Cooperation with SFO/kindergartens/schools to offer a one-time, association run session 

on ice is another means to bring in children. This does require personnel at early times at 

the rink (mainly possible if professionals are available in the association, or volunteers 

have flexible working hours), and the supporting resources (equipment, ice time, etc). 

Finances regarding GSH programs should be a positive outcome regarding association 

funds. Minimal or effective spending, with a return in the means of member fees, training 

fees, subsidies from municipality, sponsorship through suits and marketing material, sales 

on calendar, support and grants from various organisations (NIHF, NIF), funding from sav-

ings bank and insurance companies, and regional youth activity funding. Most common 

out of these is the membership fee. Grants from the municipality are usually based on 

registered members. It has shown that approaching sponsors with the values and quali-

ties, as well as target markets of hockey school can be more effective than other areas of 

the association (other than broadcasted matches) (NIHF 2009. Module 4.) 

 

Majority of expenditure is accounted to tracksuits, advertising, printing, on ice equipement, 

player equipment, and coaching suits. As it can be seen, developing a positive financial 

outcome is more than achievable (NIHF 2009. Module 4.) 

 

4.5 Connection into association 

Here, it is specified that skating and hockey school starts at GSH, and continues through 

u8, u9, and u10, preparing the children to be part of a hockey team at the age of 10 (u11). 

The age groups of u8, u9, and u10 are still teams (organise tournaments and exhibition 

games with close by associations), yet games function under limited specifications (rules 
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and rink size). Recruitment should maintain the goal of producing a new u8 team every 

season. The autumn period of hockey school should include the recruitment of an addi-

tional 10 players to be moved into u8 to fill the team if cultural and environmental factors 

restrict general recruitment. All age groups up to u10 should contain 25-30 players. This 

should provide sustainable numbers to have u14-u20 teams (NIHF 2009. Module 5.) 

 

A focus within these levels should be team building and a sense of belonging. In Norway, 

many of the children come from different areas, and therefore should be provided the op-

portunity to socialise and build relationships. Social development on ice is limited as they 

are constantly active and pay little attention to each other. Educational gatherings off the 

ice regarding equipment, or social events such as watch hockey games, playing kids 

games, sleep overs, etc. give the time and environment for children to socialise and make 

friends. This can also be a means of locating parent coaches to take responsibility of the 

group, and team leader(s) to assist in logistics regarding events, trainings, etc (NIHF 

2009. Module 5.) 

 

When a player is prepared to join a team (right age, acquisition of full equipment, motivat-

ed to join a team), it should be possible to create a training group where these players can 

join. This can unsure they do not quit because they are not moving forward. If on the other 

hand, there is not enough to make a new age group (u8 for example), flexible options can 

be pursued. They could train once with the older team, and once with hockey school. This 

can assist in their motivation as well as fitting into parents schedules with multiple training 

times (NIHF 2009. Module 5.) 

 

Informing players and parents of what is offered in terms of education and experiences 

when joining a team. Inform concerned parties at the end of the season regarding move-

ment into teams can afford them the reassurance that they are still cared about, and ne-

gate the potential threat of them moving to another sport over the summer. Coaches from 

u8,u9,u10 should visit hockey school regularly to identify and monitor their age players, as 

well as motivate them to come join the team when ready. Information to parents in the 

hockeyschool regarding equipment requirements, and potential services in teams that 

require additional explanations should be provided to assist a seamless transition (NIHF 

2009. Module 5.) 

 

U8, u9, and u10 teams should participate in tournaments/exhibitions regularly, as playing 

games should condition the players as to the environment of being in a team. Small num-

bers on each team can provide multiple teams from each club involved and provide more 
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ice time for each player (activity is key). All participating teams should be geographically 

close, as due to the age of players, long travel is inappropriate (NIHF 2009. Module 5.) 

 

Once players move into u8, recruitment is not done, even up to u12. Additional means to 

increase number within levels include events/promotions such as bring a friend, where 

players are allowed to bring a number of friends to try hockey. Equipment requirements 

must adapt, and structure on ice must also consider new level players. Another means to 

increase numbers within teams is called Buddy Hockey. Here the ice is separated into 

multiple lanes, and games are played, where even teams are set. Equipment and rule 

specifications should be adapted (NIHF 2009. Module 5.) 

 

4.6 Interview with Ernst Falch 

Briefly, Ernst Falch has been in charge of the hockeyschool at in the city of Stavanger 

since the late 70’s. He started his work on the hockeyschool at 14 or 15 years old. Cur-

rently, he has approximately 40 years experience, and has great passion for providing the 

game of ice hockey to the youth within Stavanger, as well as nationally. He acquired his 

university education on the field of marketing, which has assisted his ability to develop the 

hockeyschool he loves.  

 

While developing the manner in which youth were attracted, Ernst experimented with 

many approaches. Now, after 40 years, the hockeyschool at Stavanger boasts over 500 

signups this season. In 2009, the format was made available nationwide, and Ernst (along 

with the national federation) have been advising ice hockey associations to implement it. 

As is characteristic of the response to change, many associations prefer to do things the 

way they have always done it. Development requires a degree of experimentation, and to 

this day, Ernst is always looking for new segments of the market to approach . 

 

The format is directly from the way Stavanger does it. Stavanger is a city with a population 

of approximately 128000. Five questions were put forward to Ernst. Consider appendix 2 

for details on the questions and answers. 
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5 9’ern’s Hockeyskole 

The town of Halden, Norway is the location of the association where this study is being 

conducted. Halden has a population of approximately 30,500. According to the national 

register, 250 births occur in Halden annually. IHK Comet was established in 1961 by Tor-

Erik Gustavsen, Odd borge, Jon-inge Pettersen, Knut Berg, John Gummesen and J. 

Sverre Wold Heim. Halden ishall was completed in 1988, and until then, Comet played 

their games in Sparta Amfi (Sarpsborg). The elite mens team participated in the top mens 

division (Get league) from 2004-2008. After suffering bankruptcy and safety problems 

within the facility in 2009, the association separated into IHK Comet – elite and IHK Comet 

– bredde. IHK Comet – elite restarted in 2010 in division one (IHK Comet bredde 2016.) 

 

IHK Comet – bredde’s GSH program is named after a player from IHK Comet – elite  

(men’s team) who is popular around Halden. IHK Comet – bredde has approximately 350 

members, with no u14, u16, and u18 teams. According to the association, the bankruptcy 

caused approximately six months or restructuring, and in this time, a large number of 

members moved to local associations. Sarpsborg Sparta is a strong association located 

30min away. Strömstad Lions is also 30min away (in Sweden), and is also a very strong 

association. This means that since the restart in 2010, rebuilding is difficult because many 

unhappy members continue to relocate to these rival associations (IHK Comet bredde 

2016.) 

 

Originally Comet Skøyte og Hockey Skole, now 9’erns Hockeyskole is IHK Comet’s first 

level recruitment. I took over management of the hockeyschool at the start of this season, 

and forced as much of the GSH format into place. Due to the state of the association, hin-

drances came to light. Examples of these range from lack of volunteers, outdated/old 

equipment, and little to no marketing plan to list a few. The average sign ins per season 

varies from 100-175 over the past 4 years according to the signup lists archived by the 

association.  
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6 The aims and research questions 

Based on the evidence shown so far, and the rarity of recruitment research in ice hockey, 

the manner in which this format was sent out nationally, and the effectiveness of how it is 

implemented in Comet, the need for this topic is large for Norway. Much of the hockey 

associations in Norway refuse to implement this format, regardless of the results Sta-

vanger has shown. In my opinion, this is due to the format requesting a greater workload, 

and the results not as clear in the big picture.  

 

6.1 Aim 

The purpose of this study two fold. The first purpose of this document will be to serve to 

analyse the efficiency of the Get Skoyte og Hockeyskole (GSH) format, when being im-

plemented in IHK Comet’s hockeyschool, and therefore produce possibilities to develop 

the format provided by the national association. The format provided from the national 

association is a great start, yet potential changes to how appropriate it is for associations 

in different circumstances are available. Expansion on topics such as personnel should be 

included, so as to highlight the importance of locating specific personalities to certain posi-

tions. The level of importance should be listed for each position to accommodate limited 

volunteers. Some different on ice structures may also be provided to accommodate limited 

coaches. Tools to analyse the effectiveness of each marketing channel advised, so as to 

understand what works in the environment surrounding the association implementing the 

format. Currently, the format gives one way of operating a recruitment program, with no 

variation to adapt. This should be changed. Some aspects that came up in the interview 

with Ernst Falch were very clear from him of their importance, yet not as much in the liter-

ature provided. 

 

Secondly, to give an insight into what has been done well inside IHK Comet hockeyschool 

this season, and what should be changed/worked on to be better next season. The asso-

ciation is targeting developing their recruitment program for the next few years, and this is 

the starting point. Analysis comes before planning, and then execution. Repeat. To build 

from the bottom takes time, but if stuck to, can develop great results in the future. 

6.2 Is the usage of sign in numbers relevant? 

Many of the associations (including IHK Comet) boast big numbers in terms of sign ins, 

yet the amount of teams per association does not mimic these number. Majority of hock-

eyschools provide the first few sessions for free to allow the child to see if they enjoy it. 
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Using sign in numbers includes these children who decide they do not wish to continue 

(both during free sessions, and even after paying). To answer this question, data sur-

rounding the number of players not moving into teams was collected. 

6.3 What important factors are missing? 

When considering the ability IHK Comet has to implement a hockeyschool format that is 

developed in a much bigger association, there is most likely some factors we have not 

addressed, or are unable to address. There is also the possibility that we have addressed 

the format correctly, and are reaching the scaled potential of a city a quarter of the size. 

An open comment section was used to collect opinions. This question gives insight into 

what areas of the program are lacking. 

6.4 How can this format be improved? 

Outcomes of the document can potentially assist the national association in developing 

this product for much of the smaller associations within the country of Norway. There are 

associations who are smaller, younger, less developed. Creating a format that can be 

implemented anywhere based on a checklist, or plan of analysis to understand where the 

association can or cannot achieve what is prescribed from the national association could 

be a valuable step nationally for ice hockey in Norway. 
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7 Research methods 

A quantitative survey research approach (Creswell 2013. 42) was adopted to gather in-

formation regarding the customer’s view on the areas of marketing channels, off ice or-

ganisational quality, on ice coaching and structural quality, and quality of service from 

personnel and equipment. Singular subject approach was chosen due to the acquisition of 

data from Stavanger regarding areas of analysis not being available.  

7.1 Target Market 

The previous managers advised marketing the hockeyschool through nine channels. The-

se were posters in shops and on a-frame stands around the city, flyers to the school dis-

tributed by teachers whose children were already playing hockey, facebook and the web-

site, local newpaper, and emails to previous and present members. The target market 

prescribed by the GSH format was 4-8 years old children. Much discussion around our 

target market was undertaken, as gaps with age groups which sit outside our target mar-

ket are key areas recruitment should be attempting to effect. In conversation with Ernst 

Falch, the target age group was decided by him to try to acquire youth before they started 

other sports. Also, he wished to start them young, in the logical assumption of developing 

them for longer, into better hockey players. 

7.2 Survey Format 

Question selection was based on analysing marketing channels, analysing the effective-

ness of personnel, analysis of the service (on ice satisfaction, quality of equipment), anal-

ysis of retention, analysis of environment created, and open feedback. The questionnaire 

was made as short as possible, in the hope that more would complete it. It was an idea to 

have it all in Norwegian, yet this did not happen, as I would require an assistant when 

analysing the results. A multiple-choice questionnaire was the simplest, with a little allow-

ance for personal opinion. There is the open feedback at the end, but too much of this 

may have caused the results to be difficult to interpret. 

 

7.3 Project plan 

When starting work at IHK Comet in April 2016, it was made clear that the association 

wanted much work done on the hockeyschool. I had heard the season before (in Den-

mark) that Stavanger’s hockeyschool had over 400 kids on the ice. Once informed that the 

format in Stavanger was the format used nationally, it became very interesting that not 
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every club in Norway has 400 kids in their hockeyschool. To have the opportunity to learn 

from the man who designed and implemented the format in Stavanger would also be ben-

eficial personally.  

From April to June, learning the format and planning for the season took place, as well as 

deciding from what point of view to approach this study. 
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8 Results 

Next, analysis of the answers acquired from the survey will be broken down into the as-

pects expressed by the GSH format. The questions and answers can be reviewed in ap-

pendix 3. Over 400 emails were sent to participants form the past 4 seasons of hock-

eyschool in Comet. 27 individuals responded. 

 

8.1 Marketing channels 

Questions 1, 2, and 18 refer to the marketing channels used, and how effective they were. 

Figure 3 shows the percentage of individuals attracted by each external channel in rela-

tion to initial contact. 

 
Figure 3. Representation of effectiveness of each marketing channel (Appendix 3. Ques-

tionaire) 

 

It is clearly demonstrates that the manners adopted to be used by IHK Comet (website, 

skating lessons, posters in shops and on the road, facebook page, emails, flyers, news-

paper articles) have very different results. When referring to the appendix 3, the answers 

to the “other” option lined up with a similar marketing channel to “old player”, as these 
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individuals are already inside the association. That leaves Comet with a total of 25.92% of 

hockeyschool attendance coming from the marketing the association does. Marketing 

channels such as the posters or the website showed no effect in bring in more children.  

Answers to question 2 showed a positive branding of the sport, where majority of answers 

mentioned a social, fun, physically developing view on ice hockey. 

Question 18 show a unanimous vote for continued marketing through word of mouth. The 

positive branding on a sport that is still viewed in some areas as dangerous or barbaric. 

It can be deduced that workload will be redistributed to target the effective means of mar-

keting, and discard the ineffective channels. More importantly though, Internal marketing 

by creating a quality service is vital, if Comet is to keep the customers spreading the posi-

tive news of it’s hockeyschool. Personnel surrounding the hockeyschool is shown to be a 

major factor, as the customer must know who the representatives are, where to find help, 

and a consistent face for them to feel comfortable with. 

 

8.2 Personnel 

Questions 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 16 all gathered information on the effectiveness of IHK 

Comet’s personnel in the hockeyschool. Questions 7 and 12 showed 18.52% feeling that 

the ice time was unstructured and the coaches that appeared at times, disinterested or 

uneducated. Questions 10, 11, and 13 targeted the personnel off the ice, and the results 

showed a 4.56 out of 5 rating on positive and friendly mannerisms, only 14.81% unsure of 

who the personnel were, and a 74.07% of availability to assist while the customer was at 

the rink. This shows that the on ice coaching rotation has potential negative implication 

due to the fact that all coaches are forced to participate. As the uniforms for personnel off 

the ice came late, this can account for some not knowing who the personnel were in the 

beginning. It was made as clear as possible the mannerisms required to bring parents and 

children into IHK Comet, and the volunteers around the hockeyschool achieved the de-

sired positive well mannered approach. 

 

8.3 Service 

Questions 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, all give insight into the quality of the service provided. 

The results show an inclination towards a fun atmosphere (2.59 rating out of 5),  unani-

mous feeling of smooth transition into teams, and a majority vote on satisfaction of equip-

ment. Information flyers were also handed out, though inconsistently available, which can 

account for the results to question 15. While the satisfaction on equipment was there, the 

quality of the service when the equipment used is secondhand, old, and out of date, is not 
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of a high quality. A new sponsor was applied for and new equipment purchased for next 

season. 

 

8.4 Retention 

Questions 3, 4, 5, collect information on when and how long the children were/ have been 

in the hockeyschool. Of the 26 respondents attending hockschool from 2013-2017, 

37.04% are in teams, 55.56% are still in the hockeyschool, 7.41% have quit while in the 

hockeyschool, 58.52% have been in the hockeyschool under 1 season, and 40.74% 

were/are in the hockeyschool for 2 seasons or more. This shows a high retention level in 

Comet. 

 

8.5 Feedback 

Question 17 was for open feedback. Figure 4 shows the answers given. 

Ideas for development included learn to skate or figure skating, a better socialising area 

for the parents, better consideration on how a child moves through levels on the ice, and 

many comments on the effectiveness of the coaches. It is clear from this feedback that the 

coaching rotation was a big negative point for the customer, where the coach is unable to 

grab the attention of the children, unsure of what he/she is doing on the ice, more individ-

ual attention to the children, and amount of trainers per level. 

 

Figure 4. Customer feedback on ideas/opinions for developing the hockeyschool 
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9 Discussion 

 
Compiling a format of a successful program to make it available to other is an act of a 

caring individual/association. This should not be painted with failure or heavy negative 

criticism. Analysis of it should be done with the objective of making the format better at its 

purpose. The life’s work of another should help to push the envelope on an aspect that by 

many is not given the value it holds. The study has shown that many points of the format 

deliver results. It has also shown that the environment surrounding the association, the 

history of the association, and the culture within the association affect in many ways the 

resources available. Does the format cause a big drop out? Not really. Does the use of the 

amount of signups matter? Maybe it matters on a marketing perspective. Not within the 

goals of the association. Recruitment goals within the association should target an age 

bracket that exploits the burnout of other sports, gives enough time for national level play-

ers to develop, and considers the age a child learns to love a sport. I am not saying that 

there should be no hockey for 4 years old children. I am saying the children who start very 

young are welcome to join, but the association should target a bracket of a few years old-

er. Hockey in Norway moves to full ice with the u11 teams. This should also be an age 

where recruitment of kids is considered. I feel that the competitive nature in Norway 

comes in to early. From the data, IHK Comet cannot implement the full format yet. Parts of 

the format can be used, but the personnel available restrict the extent the format desires. 

Less available coaches and volunteers, means a smaller program. When considering the 

population within Halden, a smaller program would still produce results. Can the format be 

developed? Yes. Creation of a checklist to identify the resources available within the as-

sociation could be an addition. Also, if the children do not stay in the hockeyschool for 

many seasons, is such a big on ice structure required? Could there be a smaller format for 

the associations in smaller cities? Or associations still trying to grow from 100 members? 

The marketing advised from the format is great, yet ideas that Ernst has spoken to myself, 

or people from Comet are not included in the format. The format should be developed 

consistently, as is the format used in Stavanger. If all of Norway is to use the same, then 

the literature prescribed should be kept up to date. 

 

While working on this paper, I obviously ran into some obstacles. While I had hoped for a 

greater response to the survey, 27 responses is a minor number. Also, the survey went 

out around September, and as manager, I monitored the results and was compelled to 

develop the product from what I perceived as the problems. That is why uniforms for the 
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staff were designed and purchased. This is also why certain areas of marketing were cut 

mid-season (posters on a-frames).  
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11 Appendix 

11.1 Appendix 1 On-ice group requirements (NIHF 2009. Module 2) 

Group Player equipment 

requirement 

Minimum player 

ability 

Trainer expertise 

Group 1 (min 2 

trainers) 

Helmet, skates, 

gloves 

No requirement Can skate. Interest-

ed to start coaching. 

Interested in working 

with children 

Group 2 Helmet, skates, 

gloves 

Unable to 

stand/walk on 

skates; can go for-

ward and manoeu-

vre, but unstable  

Can skate; interest-

ed to start coaching; 

interested in working 

with children 

Group 3 Helmet + cage, 

skates, gloves 

Basic balance, agili-

ty and turn smoothly 

Can skate; interest-

ed to start coaching; 

interested in working 

with children 

Group 4 Helmet + cage, 

skates, gloves, 

shinguards, elbow 

guards 

Competent balance, 

agile, stopping 

(plow) Can lead ring 

with stick through 

obstacle course 

Can skate; Interest-

ed to start coaching; 

possesses basic 

puck control 

Group 5 Helmet + cage, 

skates, gloves, shin 

guards, elbow 

Competent for-

wards, backwards, 

turns, stops, stick 

Possesses basic 

skating and puck 

technical ability 
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guards, pants, neck 

guard 

and puck 

Group 6 Full equipment Competent for-

wards, backwards, 

turns, stops, stick 

and puck, interest in 

joining a team 

Possesses good 

skating and puck 

technical ability 

 

11.2 Appendix 2 Interview with Ernst Falch 

1. What type of research (marketing and youth development based) went into adapt-

ing the GSH format? 

The format has been my hobby for a long time now. In the beginning, I tried many things 

to get kids into hockey. I learned all the time about what works and what doesn’t, not only 

with getting them to come to try, but also with what they want to do on the ice. My educa-

tion in marketing helped a lot to give more ideas, as well as reinforce the things I had suc-

cessfully implemented already. 

 

2. In what ways was the format that was originally used in your association, modified 

to accommodate associations around the country? 

The national association noticed the success I was having in terms of the growth of the 

club through high levels of recruitment at the bottom. Together, it was decided that this 

should be made available to all clubs in Norway to increase the overall effectiveness of 

recruitment. Stavanger has shown that this works, but many clubs prefer to do things their 

way. 

3. What would you say is the objective of the program? 

Create players. More numbers under means strength at the top. 

 

4. Annually, is there any analysis done on how effective the program is in terms of 

what you perceive the objective to be? 

Our smallest age group is 50 kids. We do not take numbers on how many kids enter 

teams, other than the amount of u6 (5 years old) kids we have ready for the following sea-

son’s u7 team. 

 

5. The hockeyschool in Stavanger targets which ages, and what happens to those 

who are too young to move into teams? 
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We target four to eight year old kids, but we can take a nine year old or a three year old 

under some circumstances (social, athletic, sibling, etc.). Six years old kids move into the 

u7 team, and the same with the ages above, but the younger ones stay in hockeyschool. 

This can lead to the three year old staying in hockeyschool till he/she is six. I know that 

sounds long, but it will take the three year old much more time to move through the levels. 

 

6. What would you say were the key factors (in a managerial mind-set) considered 

and developed that initially lead to Stavanger's success at the hockeyschool level? 

Personnel. It is very important to find the people who are passionate about the game, and 

have the right attitude with the kids. Working with the small ones requires a special type of 

person. Not everyone has this quality. Push away the ghosts, those who cannot hold re-

sponsibility, or tend to have a negative mind-set. It is also important that the hockeyschool 

has an active marketing person. This person has a lot of legwork to do in terms of bringing 

the kids in. Going to schools, kindergartens, starting cooperation’s with other areas of the 

community; this person is the key to the hockeyschool (and the club) being a success. 

 

11.3 Appendix 3 Questionnaire to Comet hockeyschool attendants (27 responses) 
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11.4 Appendix 4  Deltakere skøyte og hockeyskoler sesongen 2015/2016 

 


